INTRODUCTION
The prints presented in this exhibition are the result of a lifetime of stories, education, and life experiences both positive and negative. My first artistic pieces were not narrative but rather landscape paintings created under the instruction of my grandmother Dottie, a painter. I did not start doodling stories until after my grandmother's early death, which greatly affected everyone in the family. As a six year old I felt isolated from my family and my peers. I imagined, this isolation as similar to Charlie Brown's brick wall. The one he often talked to in some of the Peanuts comic strips. I would try to escape my isolation by creating stories, reading books (scientific, factual, fairy tales, Greek/Roman Mythology, Bible stories, novels, comic books, comic strips, etc.), playing video games, playing with my action figures, watching movies (Disney, Looney Tunes, etc.) etc. I drew with ink in spiral notebooks and made up stories involving a large dog fighting off ninja mailmen, an evil computer chip, and various other adversaries. One of the only things I had from my grandmother Dottie was an old "how to" book on animation and some elements of how to tell a story fluently. I would often look through this book and marvel at the instructions on how to make an animation table or how to get an action across more fluently by means of lines and posture.
Each "story" would be kept to one page and advancement would be drawing the characters onto different parts of the scene or page to where by the end, it would look like scribbles and the story would be lost to even me. I would also doodle pictures of my favorite story characters like the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, dragons from various tales, Disney characters and Garfield.
I was known as an artist in grammar school and during 5 th grade my art teacher had me create clay sculptures of Noah's Ark. I enjoyed doing this since I was excused from recess and Physical Education classes so I could work on the clay sculptures. Recess and PE were always my least favorite subjects because it exposed me to the cruelties of the other children. Being able to escape those classes for the time being was very liberating. it through a press with the piece of paper over the plate. The ink from the grooves transfers onto the paper and that is how an intaglio print is created. I wait for the ink to dry for a few days and then I will paint over the print with watercolors.
I apply watercolor to most of my prints after the ink has dried. I do this for a few reasons. I enjoy color and while I have a great respect for black and white pieces (and will sometimes make some work without color), I feel my work is Metal plate lithographic print is made by being very mindful of not contaminating the metal with by touching the surface with something greasy like your fingers.
Once I have drawn my image, I etch it by spreading a mixture of gum arabic and acid across the plate. You let that set for a few minutes and then buff it off with cheese cloth. Generally, you need two people to print from this plate; one to help keep the plate wet and the other to roll ink over the plate's surface. Once a plate is inked, paper can be placed over the plate and it is passed through a lithographic press. I will also watercolor these images. Lithographs are not a This is taking a digitally created piece and printing it from an archival inkjet printer. I have in the past been reluctant to create pieces in this way but over the last two or three years I have grown to like this process more and more. As I have stated before, I like seeing an almost perfect transfer of my work to print and find digital printing as this to be desirable when I want to do something more precise, like making a map for the end papers in the book. I am still developing from these works in progress and I am also seeing more and more in this type of digital artwork, as are many of us these days. I am further exposed to it because I am a fan of animation and spend a lot of time on the internet looking at other people's work, which is mostly digital. While this map is an archival pigment print, I created it from a smaller drawing that I had enlarged to sixteen by thirty-two inches and then printed. I proceeded to color this printout with watercolor and then it was digitally photographed. I finally printed it on an archival inkjet printer. I feel this works best for my need for more than one print for front and back of the book. I did not want to deal with a plate that size if I chose to make it through something like dry-point engraving.
Another challenge I had while trying to create this show was to add text to theon prints that would tell the story of my narrative art pieces. I wanted to create and reproduce a font style of my own in a way that made it look like it was inspired by the script in illuminated manuscripts. I experimented with a number of techniques and processes. A typecast printer was not available to me but that would still not solve the problem of making it emulate a certain handwritten style.
I experimented with dry-point engraving at first but found that it was too hard on my hands to scratch-in each word onto a plate and there was a risk of my hand slipping and ruining the whole plate. I found that what was printed, while acceptable, did not look like the handwritten and unique text I wanted in a story page. I moved on to screen printing and at first was not satisfied with the line quality until I was able to find the right type of pen to help me make a stencil that would display the unique font I created for this art book. In screen printing, I take a paper that has a section of my story on it and secure semitransparent vellum over it. Then I take a pen and recreate this text in my own unique font on the vellum. Once I am done with the velum, I take it to a light table to be exposed to a screen covered in photo-sensitive emulsion. Once the screen is exposed to light, I clean it off and my text is now a stencil that I can then use to print the image on paper. The result is very close to what I wanted: a font on paper that is printed but looks handwritten because the screen emulated the variations of the pressure of my pen, both light and heavy, on the print.
STORY AND INFLUENCES
I have created a fable telling the story of a flawed hero who must face his fears in order to not only save his love and her empire from an evil warlock but to save himself. Through these hand-painted prints, both the story of The Sea
Empress's Garden is told and the choices these characters must make and their consequences. As in other fables, there is a basic lesson to be learned in my fable: One's decisions can affect people one must deal with them the best he knows how to even when he feels like running the other way.
In my M.A. show the fable draws influence from many fairy tales especially
the Grimm Brother's "The Frog King," which has been my favorite tale over the years. As a child, I seemed to be drawn to it because, unlike others, the prince was not handsome initially because, when the princess first meets him, he is of course a frog. The princess is repulsed by him and it is up to the prince to win her heart and get the kiss that turns him back into a man. 
INDIVIDUAL PIECES
This work is a narrative piece. Throughout the works, the viewer will notice that certain characters, places, and things will appear multiple times in my effort to tell a story with a beginning, middle, and end. As a result, the completed work will be a very large fable art book. I will analyze three pieces that will help clarify the significance these works. A dry point of mine that expresses fear similar to that showed by the mermaid in the Breakspeare painting is The Capture of Dolphinsorrow ( Figure   10 ). Here the viewer will see the Empress Dolphinsorrow at an older age than she was in Hidden in the Shell and trying to defend a turtle-pulled wagon full of her injured soldiers from a battle that happens in the story. The warlock appears again in this scene and Dolphinsorrow and everyone else in the scene are overcome by terror as they are overwhelmed by the warlock's gigantic tentacles and his minions, the fear fish. I wanted the feeling of no escape and the full effect of the warlock to be on display in this scene. Unlike the earlier image, the warlock's face is fully seen and more of his body is everywhere. I wanted to convey the emotions of being overwhelmed, being scared to inaction, and of hopelessness in such a situation. These emotions are felt often by people working toward an uncertain goal and a future that will probably not end happily ever after.
I feel the female role in fairy tales and fables is often reactive, with the result that women just goes along with what happens around them and do not attempt to change their fate despite their wishes for something else. In The Capture of Dolphinsorrow, while she will be captured by the warlock, she also tries to prevent that from happening with a spear that was ready to strike before terror overtook her. In tales like Cinderella, the female role is powerless in her social stature while Dolphinsorrow is royal and eventually an empress with all the powers granted to her to rule the empire she inherits. I did not want her to be a flawless heroine and wanted someone the viewer could see develop and grow as the narrative went on to its conclusion. 
